Blended Fabric Paint Print-Along
Here’s another different way to do a fabric paint print on a garment. This was super fun for me,
but I think it would be a great project for kids! Since you are painting within the stencil, it will
look great even if the child goes a bit crazy. I think I’m going to let my kiddos try this out.
Supplies:
-Garment or scrap you want to print on
-Fabric paints
-Lots of brushes
-Paper to use as a palette
-freezer paper
-design you’ve drawn or printed from the computer
-iron
-x-acto or scissors
Step one:
First, choose your design. Print it out or just draw one like I did here. I just drew it right onto a
piece of computer paper. Trace it onto the nonshiny side of the freezer paper.

Step two:
Cut it out with an exacto knife. Try to make your edges as smooth as possible.

Step three:
Iron this onto your garment until the waxy side of the freezer paper is adhered.

Step four:
Decide on your colors for your design. We are going to do blended colors for this, so I’ve chose
several. I want mine to be rainbow colors, but you could just choose 2 and fade from 1 to the
other. Gather lots of brushes as well.

Step five:
Now we will start painting. Take your yellow and squirt a line through top of each heart. Then,
take a brush and smooth it out across the hearts.

It will look like this once you have it blended/smoothed across:

Step six:

Now, do the same thing with red, right across the middle of the hearts. You do want a space
between your red and yellow.

Step seven:
Now, mix some yellow and some red on your paper palette to make an orange. Take your
orange and paint it right across in the space between. It is fine if it overlaps a bit of your red
and yellow. Then, after you’ve smoothed that out, take a fresh brush again and blend the line
between the yellow and orange so they fade into eachother. Then another brush to blend the
orange and red.

It will look something like this:

Step eight:
Now, you’ll put a squirt of blue in the bottom point of each heart and smooth that down.

Step nine:
Next, make some purple with your red and blue. Then do the same as with the orange and

blend it into the other colors with a fresh brush for each. You can now touch up anything that
you want, and that’s it! Here’s what we have:

Step ten:
Wait for your artwork to try about 4 hours, then peel away the freezer paper to reveal your pretty
design. You can outline in paint if you want at this point.

Done!

